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Facilities Facts

44

Buildings

7,000

Annual Employee Moves

Benefits Gained
··

Faster, more accurate and accessible
space and personnel information for better
portfolio and business management

··

Self-service moves and other activites over
the web

Vodafone Archibus Web Central and
Dashboards Support Billion Dollar
Savings Initiative
Headquartered in Berkshire, England, Vodafone
Group is the largest mobile telecommunications

1.45 M
Square Feet

network company in the world. The highprofile telecom provider boasts operations in
25 countries, partner networks in 42 additional
countries, and annual revenues of £75 billion ($121
billion USD).
But as part of a recent company-wide push to
improve profitability through a £1 billion ($1.6

Reasons for Implementing
··

Ensure occupancy rates are above 95%

··

Accelerate space/employee audits

··

Implement more self-service web-based
services

··

Improve data visualizion through use of
dashboards

Archibus Solutions

billion USD) cost reduction initiative, the company
also included a re-evaluation of how costefficiently it was using its office space.
Vodafone’s estimated 260 million customers
across five continents are supported by an
extensive sales and service network. These
employees occupy a sizable portfolio of
commercial properties. Some are owned, some are
leased, and all are scrutinized on a quarterly basis
for greater operational efficiency.

··

Space Management

··

Move Management

The company’s collection of 44 office and

··

Overlay with Design Management for
AutoCAD® and Revit®

exchange buildings for its Vodafone UK division,

··

Web Central

few years attesting to the value of real estate,

however, has been a proving ground over the last
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infrastructure and facilities management software
from Archibus.
Replacing Excel spreadsheets, the company’s
original implementation of Archibus Space
Management and Move Management applications
has enabled Vodafone to automate many of
its real estate- and facilities-related functions
resulting in better informed strategic decisions on

“Vodafone’s original Archibus
implementation is able to generate
quarterly space and occupancy reports,
integrate views of Archibus data with
AutoCAD drawings, and support individual
and group moves using Archibus Move
Management.”

a daily basis.
So when Vodafone wanted to evolve its system

Working with Archibus Business Partner Excitech,

for improved data access and visualization via

Vodafone more recently introduced Web Central-

dashboard technology, as well as introduce more

based dashboards that provide graphical reporting

self-service options over the Web, Archibus

for improved analysis of their strategic and

delivered again.

operational space management requirements.

Dashboards Deliver Enhanced
Graphical Capabilities
Through simple personalization, periodic reconfiguration and other modifications, Vodafone’s
original Archibus implementation is able to

In addition, the use of Web-enabled Move
Management provides more convenient online
support for employee moves. Users can now
request moves, view the spare desks on the
chosen floor plan and track the progress of the
request, all from their desktops.

generate quarterly space and occupancy reports,

Just as important, Vodafone’s Archibus platform

integrate views of Archibus data with AutoCAD

is able to conduct its quarterly census throughout

drawings, and support individual and group moves

the UK in a single day, versus weeks, for more

using Archibus Move Management.

accurate headcounts and space audits.

Using Archibus, Vodafone also has the ability

The Archibus platform also supports space

to access quick overviews of the company’s UK

metrics using an “Archibus-ready” spreadsheet

campus, identify buildings that fall below its

incorporating a moves matrix. This means that,

95% target occupancy rate, and enable desktop

once any move project is complete, the resulting

planning for its approximately 7,000 employee

move information can be uploaded into Archibus

moves annually.

via a data transfer utility that checks data tables

In addition to having data to support vacancy
statistics, and technology to perform strategic
space and portfolio planning, the company was

for errors prior to uploads. It also updates the
Employee table and the Rooms table within
Archibus.

able to dramatically drive down the cost of
managing over 1.4 million square feet of office and
telephone exchange sites.
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Europe-wide Best Practices Rollout
With the recent creation of a Vodafone Group
property team, the company’s five European
operating units in the UK, Italy, Germany, Spain,
and the Netherlands – all of which employ
Archibus – will be able to share a wide range of
Best Practices gathered from all of Vodafone’s
international units, and especially from the

Vodafone’s implementation of Archibus and CAD
systems in support of the company’s property
portfolio and space inventory needs, for example,
has put it in an excellent position to make key
decisions, both operational and strategic, in record
time and with enviable confidence. Those betterinformed decisions will ultimately help it reach its
billion dollar-plus worldwide cost-cutting goal.

pioneering work done at Vodafone UK.

For More Information Visit Archibus.com

Santa Clara, California United States
www.spaceiq.com

Archibus is the global leader for managing facilities,
infrastructure, and real estate. Our industry leading IWMS
provides organizations the ability to gain full insights into their
built-environments to reduce costs, optimize operations, and
elevate their employee experiences. Our solutions are designed
to offer enterprise-level asset management, reporting, data
and infrastructure management in a single system.
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